In [15] we proposed a set of sufficient conditions for the approximate controllability of a discrete-spectrum bilinear Schrödinger equation. These conditions are expressed in terms of the controlled potential and of the eigenpairs of the uncontrolled Schrödinger operator. The aim of this paper is to show that these conditions are generic with respect to the uncontrolled and the controlled potential, denoted respectively by V and W . More precisely, we prove that the Schrödinger equation is approximately controllable generically with respect to W when V is fixed and also generically with respect to V when W is fixed and non-constant. The results are obtained by analytic perturbation arguments and through the study of asymptotic properties of eigenfunctions.
Introduction
In this paper we consider controlled Schrödinger equations of the type i ∂ψ ∂t (t, x) = (−∆ + V (x) + u(t)W (x))ψ(t, x), u(t) ∈ U,
where the wave function ψ is a map from [0, +∞) × Ω to C for some domain Ω of R d , d ≥ 1, V, W are real-valued functions and U is a nonempty subset of R. We will assume either that Ω, V, W are bounded and ψ| [0,+∞)×∂Ω = 0 or that Ω = R d and −∆ + V + uW has discrete spectrum for every u ∈ U.
As proved in [35] , the control system (1) is never exactly controllable in L 2 (Ω). Approximate controllability is known not to hold for some specific system of type (1) (see [23] ). Nevertheless, several positive controllability results have been proved in recent years. Among them, let us mention [10, 12] , where the exact controllability among regular enough wave functions is proved for d = 1, Ω bounded and V = 0, and [25] for the L 2 -approximate controllability when Ω is bounded under suitable conditions on V and W . Other controllability results for related systems have been obtained in [1] (when more than one control is available) and in [22] (when the spectrum has only finitely many discrete eigenvalues).
In this paper we focus on the approximate controllability results obtained by the authors in collaboration with U. Boscain and T. Chambrion in [15] . Such results are related to those in [25] although the sets of sufficient conditions proposed in the two papers are incomparable and the techniques used are completely different: [25] applies a control Lyapunov function approach, whereas [15] is based on geometric control methods for the Galerkin approximations in the spirit of [3, 31] . As a consequence, the results in [15] are valid also in the case in which Ω = R d (unlike those in [25] ) and when Ω is a manifold and ∆ is the Laplace-Beltrami operator. It should also be mentioned that the sufficient conditions for approximate controllability proposed in [15] imply stronger control properties such as control of density matrices (see Section 2) or tracking of unfeasible trajectories (see [14] ). The aim of this paper is to show that such sufficient conditions are generic.
The genericity issue for the controllability of the Schrödinger equation has already been addressed in the literature. In particular, [25, Lemma 3.12] proves generic L 2 -approximate controllability with respect to the pair (V, W ) when d = 1 and Ω is bounded. Newer results can be found in [24] . Generic L 2 -approximate controllability with respect to (Ω, W ) in the case V = 0 is obtained in [26] as a consequence of generic properties of the Laplace-Dirichlet operator. Other generic controllability results for a linearized Schrödinger equation can be found in [11] and are further discussed in Section 5.
The difference between our approach and those usually adopted to prove generic properties of controlled partial differential equations is that, instead of applying local infinitesimal variations, we exploit global, long-range, perturbations. The idea is the following: denote by Γ the class of systems on which the genericity of a certain property P is studied. If we are able to prove the existence of at least one element of Γ satisfying P , then we can propagate P if some analytic dependence properties hold true. In this way we can prove that the property holds in a dense subset of Γ.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we describe the notion of solution of (1) (this is a delicate point when Ω = R d and W is unbounded) and we recall the approximate controllability results obtained in [15] (Theorem 2.6). In particular, we formulate the two conditions ensuring approximate controllability: (i) the spectrum of −∆ + V is non-resonant and (ii) the potential W couples, directly or indirectly, every pair of eigenvectors of −∆ + V . We also recall the notion of genericity and we detail the topologies with respect to which genericity is considered. In Section 3 we prove the generic approximate controllability of (1) with respect to the pair (V, W ). As an intermediate step, we prove in Proposition 3.2 that, generically with respect to V , the spectrum of −∆ + V is non-resonant. Section 4 refines the results of Section 3 by showing that the approximate controllability is generic separately with respect to V or W when (Ω, W ) or (Ω, V ) is fixed (in the first case, assuming that W is non-constant). We conclude the paper with Section 5, where we discuss the genericity with respect to Ω of the approximate controllability of (1) when (V, W ) is fixed. 
Take U ⊂ R and assume that 0 belongs to U.
In the following we consider the Schrödinger equation (1) assuming that the potentials
Then, for every u ∈ U, −∆ + V + uW (with Dirichlet boundary conditions if Ω is bounded) is a skew-adjoint operator on L 2 (Ω, C) with discrete spectrum (see [16, 27] ). In particular, −∆ + V + uW generates a group of unitary transformations
is differentiable and it is a strong solution of (1) . (See [9] and references therein.)
The situation is more complicated when Ω = R d and W is unbounded. However, due to the well-definedness of e it(−∆+V +uW ) for every u ∈ U and t ∈ R, we can always associate a solution
with every initial condition ψ 0 ∈ L 2 (Ω, R) and every piecewise constant control function u(·). Here
Definition 2.1. We say that the quadruple (Ω, V, W, U) is approximately controllable if for every ψ 0 , ψ 1 ∈ S and every ε > 0 there exist T > 0 and u : [0, T ] → U piecewise constant such that ψ 1 − ψ(T ; ψ 0 , u) < ε.
It is useful for the applications to extend the notion of approximate controllability from a single Schrödinger equation to a (possibly infinite) family of identical systems with different initial conditions, through the study of the evolution of the associated density matrix (see [5, 13] ).
Let (ϕ j ) j∈N be an orthonormal basis of L 2 (Ω, C), (P j ) j∈N be a sequence of non-negative numbers such that ∞ j=1 P j = 1, and denote by ρ the density matrix
where ψ * (·) = ψ, · , for ψ ∈ L 2 (Ω, C) and ·, · denotes the scalar product in L 2 . According to the classical definition of density matrix, ρ is a non-negative, self-adjoint operator of trace class (see [28] ). If each ϕ j = ϕ j (t) is interpreted as the state of a Schrödinger equation of the form (1), each equation being characterized by the same potentials V and W and driven by the same piecewise constant control u = u(t), then the time evolution of the density matrix ρ = ρ(t) is described by
where the operator U(t) is defined by
and U * (t) denotes the adjoint of U(t).
Definition 2.2. Two density matrices ρ 0 and ρ 1 are said to be unitarily equivalent if there
For closed systems the problem of connecting two density matrices by a feasible trajectory makes sense only for pairs of density matrices that are unitarily equivalent. (The situation is different for open systems, see for instance [7] .) Definition 2.3. We say that the quadruple (Ω, V, W, U) is approximately controllable in the sense of density matrices if for every pair ρ 0 , ρ 1 of unitarily equivalent density matrices and every ε > 0 there exist T > 0 and u : [0, T ] → U piecewise constant such that
* < ε, where · denotes the operator norm on L 2 (Ω, C) and U is defined as in (4).
It is clear that approximate controllability in the sense of density matrices implies approximate controllability (just take P 1 = 1).
In order to state the approximate controllability result obtained in [15] , we need to recall the following two definitions. Definition 2.4. The elements of a sequence (µ n ) n∈N ⊂ R are said to be Q-linearly independent (equivalently, the sequence is said to be non-resonant) if for every K ∈ N and (q 1 , . . . , q K ) ∈ Q K {0} one has K n=1 q n µ n = 0. Definition 2.5. A n × n matrix C = (c jk ) 1≤j,k≤n is said to be connected if for every pair of indices j, k ∈ {1, . . . , n} there exists a finite sequence r 1 , . . . , r l ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that c jr 1 c r 1 r 2 · · · c r l−1 r l c r l k = 0.
In the following we denote by σ(Ω, V ) = (λ j (Ω, V )) j∈N the non-decreasing sequence of eigenvalues of −∆ + V , counted according to their multiplicities, and by (φ j (Ω, V )) j∈N a corresponding sequence of eigenfunctions. Without loss of generality we can assume that φ j (Ω, V ) is real-valued for every j ∈ N. Recall moreover that (φ j (Ω, V )) j∈N forms an orthonormal basis of L 2 (Ω, C). If j ∈ N is such that λ j (Ω, V ) is simple, then φ j (Ω, V ) is uniquely defined up to sign.
Basic facts
The theorem below recalls the controllability results obtained in [15, Theorems 3.4, 5.2] . Here and in the following a map h : N → N is called a reordering of N if it is a bijection.
, lim |x|→∞ V (x) + uW (x) = +∞ for every u ∈ U, and |W | have at most exponential growth at infinity. Assume that U contains the interval [0, δ) for some δ > 0, that the elements of λ k+1 (Ω, V ) − λ k (Ω, V ) k∈N are Q-linearly independent and that there exists a reordering h : N → N such that for infinitely many n ∈ N the matrix
is connected (i.e., B h n (Ω, V, W ) is frequently connected). Then (Ω, V, W, U) is approximately controllable in the sense of density matrices.
Remark 2.7. Notice that, even in the unbounded case, each integral
for every a > 0 and j ∈ N (see [2] ). 
The theorem follows form the remark that, if V tends to V in V(Ω), then the difference between the two operators −∆ + V and −∆ + V tends to zero in norm. Therefore, the corresponding resolvents converge in norm, leading to the convergence of eigenvalues and spectral projections (see [18] ).
We will need in the following a stronger continuity result.
The estimates obtained in [2] (Theorems 4.1, 4.3 and 4.4) imply that, up to taking a smaller N , there exists K > 0 such that
given ε > 0, there exists R > 0 such that for every n large enough
Moreover, by continuity of
Another crucial result for our needs concerns analytic perturbation properties.
k∈N is the family of eigenvalues of −∆ + V + W µ counted according to their multiplicities and (Φ k (µ)) k∈N is an orthonormal basis of corresponding eigenfunctions.
In the following sections we will also make use of the stronger analytic dependence result stated below.
Proof. First of all notice that, when Ω is bounded, the proposition follows directly from Theorem 2.10.
Let us first show that, setting T µ = −∆ + V µ and endowing D(T 0 ) with the graph norm
(This is essentially done in [30, Theorem 5.6] . We adapt the argument to our case for the sake of completeness.) Take λ 0 in the resolvent set of the operator T µ 0 , for a fixed µ 0 ∈ (0, 1). For µ in a neighborhood of µ 0 we have
where Id denotes the identity.
, the space of linear and continuous operators of
), the space of linear and continuous maps from L 2 (R d , C) to D(T 0 ) (endowed with the graph norm), as it follows from the following series of inequalities:
To conclude the proof of the proposition it is enough to check that the linear map from
where we can takeĈ = C(1 + 2 max{0, − ess inf V 0 }).
The following proposition states the existence of analytic paths of potentials such that the spectrum is simple along them.
Proof. Denote by C 0 (Ω) the subspace of L ∞ (Ω) of continuous real-valued functions vanishing at infinity. Note that C 0 (Ω) is a separable Banach space. The proof of the proposition is based on [33, Theorem B] , which guarantees that the thesis holds true with W µ ∈ C 0 (Ω) + R(Z − V ) provided that, for every W ∈ C 0 (Ω)+R(Z −V ) and every multiple eigenvalue λ of −∆+V +W , there exist two orthonormal eigenfunctions φ 1 and φ 2 pertaining to λ such that the linear functionals
The linear independence of the two functionals can be proved by taking any pair of orthonormal eigenfunctions φ 1 and φ 2 pertaining to λ and assuming by contradiction that there
2 + a 2 φ 1 φ 2 must be identically equal to zero on Ω.
By diagonalizing the quadratic form a 1 v
we end up with c 1 , c 2 ∈ {−1, 0, 1} and two linearly independent eigenfunctions ψ 1 and ψ 2 pertaining to λ such that c 
Thanks to the unique continuation property (see [32] ) we have ψ 1 = ±ψ 2 , contradicting the linear independence of ψ 1 and ψ 2 .
Genericity: topologies and definitions
From now on we will write simply
and endow Z(Ω, U) with the product L ∞ topology. We also introduce, for every V ∈ V(Ω) and every W ∈ W(Ω), the topological subspaces of V(Ω) and W(Ω) defined, with a slight abuse of notation, by 
) k∈N is non-resonant and B h n (Ω, V, W ) is frequently connected for some reordering h. Let (V, W ) be an element of Z(Ω, U). We say that the quadruple (Ω, V, W, U) is effective if (Ω, V + uW, W ) is fit for control for some u such that [u, u + δ) ⊂ U for some δ > 0. Theorem 2.6 can then be rephrased by saying that being effective is a sufficient condition for controllability in the sense of the density matrices. The rest of the paper deals with the genericity of the notions introduced in Definition 2.13.
Let
3 The triple (Ω, V, W ) is generically fit for control with respect to the pair (V, W )
Let us start by recalling a known result on the generic simplicity of eigenvalues for Schrödinger operators on bounded domains (see [4] ).
is open and dense in L ∞ (Ω). Hence, the spectrum σ(Ω, V ) is simple generically with respect to V .
For every Ω
We generalize Proposition 3.1 as follows.
is open and dense in V(Ω). Hence, the spectrum σ(Ω, V ) forms a non-resonant family generically with respect to V .
The proof of Proposition 3.2 is based on the following lemma. 
(Ω, C) as k goes to infinity, where φ j (ω, v) is identified with its extension by zero outside ω.
Proof of
then we simply operate a shift of the spectra σ(v, ω) and σ(V k , Ω) by the common constant c. Therefore, the operators −∆ + v and −∆ + V k are invertible and their inverses, denoted respectively by a :
, are compact and have uniformly bounded norm.
Let A :
(Ω) be the operator associating with f ∈ L 2 (Ω) the extension by zero on Ω \ ω of a(f | ω ). Let us prove that A k converges pointwise to A.
Fix f ∈ L 2 (Ω) and denote, for every k ∈ N, w k = A k f and w = Af . Then
and w| ω ∈ H 1 0 (ω) is the weak solution of
We must prove that w k − w L 2 (Ω) tends to zero as k goes to infinity. By definition of weak solution, for every ϕ ∈ H 1 0 (Ω),
and, similarly, for every ψ ∈ H 1 0 (ω),
Taking w k as ϕ in (9) we easily get that the sequence w k is uniformly bounded in H 1 0 (Ω). Denote by w * the limit of a subsequence of w k weakly converging in H 1 0 (Ω) (whose existence is guaranteed by Banach-Alaoglu theorem). With a slight abuse of notation, let us identify w k with its weakly converging subsequence.
The definition of weak convergence and (9) imply that, for every ψ ∈ H 1 0 (ω),
Taking again ϕ = w k in (9), we notice that
and thus w * = 0 on Ω \ ω. Recall that, since the boundary of ω is Lipschitz continuous, then any H 1 function which is defined in a neighborhood of ω and which annihilates outside ω belongs to H 1 0 (ω) (see [17, Lemma 3.2.15] ). Hence w * ∈ H 1 0 (ω) coincides with w, the unique weak solution of (8) . Since a H 1 -weakly converging sequence converges L 2 -strongly on bounded sets (see, for instance, [19, Theorem 8.6 ]), then we have proved the convergence of w k to w in L 2 (Ω), that is, the pointwise convergence of A k to A. We claim that the family of operators {A k | k ∈ N} is collectively compact. Recall that {A k | k ∈ N} is collectively compact if for every (f k ) k∈N in the unit ball of L 2 (Ω), the set {A k f k | k ∈ N} is pre-compact (see [8] ). The proof of this fact is quite classical and the argument proposed here follows a similar one given in [6,
Since the A k 's are uniformly bounded, then the right-hand side of (10) is uniformly bounded. Thus, up to extracting a subsequence, z k weakly converges to some z in
(Ω) which proves the collective compactness of A k in this case.
, V ≥ 1 almost everywhere and lim x →∞ V (x) = +∞. In order to prove this last property, assume by contradiction that there exists a sequence x k such that lim k→∞ x k = ∞ and V (x k ) is uniformly bounded. Then there exists a subsequence x k j such that either v j = V m (x k j ) is uniformly bounded for some m ∈ N or V m j (x k j ) is uniformly bounded for some unbounded sequence (m j ) j∈N in N. The contradiction follows in the first case from the fact that V m ∈ V(R d ), while in the second case it is a consequence of the convergence of inf R d \ω V k to infinity as k goes to infinity. Then, for every ρ > 0,
and {V < ρ} is bounded. It follows from (10) that the
uniformly bounded with respect to k and thus, for ρ large enough,
arbitrarily small, uniformly with respect to k. Since {V < ρ} is bounded, then, for any fixed
, concluding the proof of the collective compactness of {A k } k∈N .
Theorems 4.8 and 4.11 in [8] guarantee that λ j (Ω, V k ) converges to λ j (ω, v) as k goes to infinity for every j ∈ N and that, if λ j (ω, v) is simple, then (up to the sign) lim k→∞ φ j (Ω,
To conclude the proof we observe that it is enough to show that the restriction of
In particular the sequence (φ j (Ω, V k )) k∈N is uniformly bounded in H 1 0 (Ω) and so φ j (Ω, V k ) converges to φ j (ω, v) not only strongly in L 2 (Ω) but also weakly in
The last term of the above inequality is equal to zero, as it follows from the analogous of (12) for φ j (ω, v). Proof of Proposition 3.2. The second part of the statement clearly follows from the first one, since
For each K ∈ N and q = (q 1 , . . . , q K ) ∈ Q K \ {0}, the openness of O q (Ω) in V(Ω) follows directly from the continuity of the eigenvalues on V . (See Theorem 2.8.)
We 
By Proposition 2.12 we can construct an analytic path µ → W µ from [0, 1] into L ∞ (Ω) such that W 0 = 0, W 1 = Vk − V and the spectrum of −∆ + V + W µ is simple for every µ ∈ (0, 1). This, together with Theorem 2.10, implies that the map µ → K j=1 q j λ j (Ω, V + W µ ), which is different from zero at µ = 1, is analytic and thus different from zero almost everywhere. Hence, O q is dense in V(Ω).
The following theorem extends the analysis from V to the pair (V, W ), combining the generic non-resonance of the spectrum of −∆ + V with the genericity of the connectedness of the matrices B Proof. We proved in Proposition 3.2 that each R k (Ω), defined in (6) , is open and dense in V(Ω). If V belongs to R k (Ω), then the eigenfunctions φ 1 (Ω, V ), . . . , φ k (Ω, V ) are uniquely defined in L 2 (Ω) up to sign. It makes sense, therefore, to define
As it follows from the unique continuation property (see [32] ), the product φ j 1 (Ω, V )φ j 2 (Ω, V ) is a nonzero function on Ω. The set of potentials W belonging to W(Ω) that are not orthogonal to
is therefore open and dense in W(Ω).
Intersecting all such sets as j 1 and j 2 vary in {1, . . . , k} we obtain again an open and dense subset of W(Ω). Hence, U k (Ω, U) is dense in Z(Ω, U). Its openness, moreover, follows from Proposition 2.9.
The proof is concluded by noticing that (Ω, V, W ) is fit for control if (V, W ) belongs to
which is a countable intersection of open and dense subsets of Z(Ω, U).
Generic controllability with respect to one single argument
The following technical result will play a crucial role in the later discussion. Proof. Letx ∈ Ω be such that ∇Z(x) exists and is different from zero. Up to a change of coordinatesx = 0 and each component of
Take as ω an orthotope of the type (0, r 1 ) × · · · × (0, r d ) such that σ(ω, 0) is simple. This is true, for instance, if
The choice of r guarantees that σ(αω, 0) is simple for every α > 0. Therefore, the eigenfunctions of −∆ on αω are uniquely defined up to sign by
with |ϕ k,i (α)| ≤ ϕ(α) and ϕ, independent of k and i, satisfies lim α→0 ϕ(α)/α = 0. (One can take, for instance, ϕ(α) = sup x∈αω |z(x)|.) Notice now that
and that (2) h(10)ĥ (13) h (7) h (5) Therefore, for α small enough, we have
for every k ∈ N d and every i ∈ {1, . . . , d}. We are left to prove that there exists a bijectionĥ : N → N d such that ĥ (j+1)−ĥ(j) = 1 for every j ∈ N. This can be interpreted by saying that an infinite-length snake as in [34] can fill N d (see Figure 1 ). We claim that the following holds:
For every m = (m 1 , . . . , m d ) ∈ N d such that each m j is odd, there exists a bijection (ĥm(i − j µ), j + 1) for i = j µ + 1, . . . , (j + 1) µ, j even, (ĥm((j + 1) µ − i + 1), j + 1) for i = j µ + 1, . . . , (j + 1) µ, j odd, satisfies the required properties. As for the second part of the claim onĥ m , let us assume without loss of generality that p =d (if this is not the case it is enough to reorder the indices of m 1 , . . . , md). Then the map
satisfies the required properties.
To conclude the proof of the existence ofĥ it is enough to consider a sequence of d-uples m(l) = (m 1 (l), . . . , m d (l)) with positive odd components, such that for every l there exists p with m p (l + 1) = m p (l) + 2 and m j (l + 1) = m j (l) for j = p, and moreover m j (l) goes to infinity as l goes to infinity for any fixed j. Proof. We will denote by Q n (Ω, W ) the set of potentials V ∈V(Ω, W ) such that for every pair of indices j, k ∈ {1, . . . , n} there exists a finite sequence r 1 , . . . , r l ∈ N such that r 1 = j, r l = k, λ r i (Ω, V ) is simple for every i = 1, . . . , l, and
The openness of Q n (Ω, W ) follows from Proposition 2.9.
As for its density, apply Lemma 4.1 with W playing the role of Z. Then there exist ω ∈ Ξ d with Lipschitz boundary and compactly contained in Ω, and a reordering h of N such that σ(ω, 0) is simple and
for every l ∈ N. Given V ∈V(Ω, W ), let (V k ) k∈N be the sequence in V(Ω) defined by V k = 0 in ω and
Since we know from Lemma 3.3 that
converges to 0 as k goes to infinity, for every j ∈ N, we have that |W |φ j (Ω, V k ) L 2 (Ω\ω) converges to 0 as k goes to infinity and, by equation (14), we deduce that there existsk large enough such that Vk ∈ Q n (Ω, W ).
By Proposition 2.12 there exists an analytic function µ → W µ from [0, 1] into L ∞ (Ω) such that W 0 = 0, W 1 = Vk − V and the spectrum of −∆ + V + W µ is simple for every µ ∈ (0, 1). Therefore applying Proposition 2.11 and since Vk = V + W 1 ∈ Q n (Ω, W ) we get that V + W µ ∈ Q n (Ω, W ) for almost every µ ∈ (0, 1), so that Q n (Ω, W ) is dense inV(Ω, W ).
The set ∩ n∈N Q n (Ω, W ) is then residual inV(Ω, W ) . We claim that if V ∈ ∩ n∈N Q n (Ω, W ) then there exists a reorderingĥ of N such that Bĥ n (Ω, V, W ) is connected for every n ∈ N. Indeed, let α be a map from the power set of N into itself defined by
Thenĥ can be defined inductively as follows: setĥ(1) = 1 and, for every n ∈ N, letĥ(n + 1) be the smallest element of α({ĥ (1), . . . ,ĥ(n)}). It is straightforward to check thatĥ is a reordering of N.
The triple (Ω, V, W ) is then fit for control if V belongs to
that is the intersection of countably many open and dense subsets ofV(Ω, W ). In the unbounded case we deduce the following. For every W ∈ W(Ω, V, U) let Q n (Ω, W ) be defined as in the previous section. As proved in Corollary 4.5, for every W ∈ W(Ω, V, U) one has V + uW ∈V(Ω, W ). We prove the proposition by showing that for every n ∈ N, for each W in a open and dense subset of W(Ω, V, U) (depending on n), V + uW belongs to Q n (Ω, W ).
Define
Because of Remark 4.3 it is enough to prove that each P n is open and dense. Since
is continuous on {W ∈ W(Ω, V, U) | λ j (Ω, V + uW ), λ k (Ω, V + uW ) are simple} for every j, k ∈ N (Proposition 2.9), we deduce that P n is open. Fix W ∈ W(Ω, V, U). We are left to prove that W belongs to the closure of P n . Consider first the case in which V is constant. In particular,
and
Fix ω ∈ Ξ d compactly contained in Ω, whose boundary is Lipschitz continuous and such that the spectrum σ(ω, 0) is simple. For instance, ω can be taken as an orthotope whose side's lengths are non-resonant. (The simplicity of the spectrum of the Laplace-Dirichlet operator on ω is actually generic among sufficiently smooth domains, as proved in [21, 36] 
(Such z exists because each φ j (ω, 0)φ k (ω, 0) is not identically equal to zero and because L ∞ (ω) is a Baire space.) Then, for every j, k ∈ N, the derivative of
By Theorem 2.10, there existsε ∈ R such that the spectrum σ(ω,εz) is simple and
and lim l→∞ inf Ω\ω W l = +∞. By Lemma 3.3 we deduce that there existsl large enough such that
By Proposition 2.12 we can consider an analytic curve µ →Ŵ µ in L ∞ (Ω) for µ ∈ [0, 1] such thatŴ 0 = W ,Ŵ 1 = Wl and the spectrum of −∆ + uŴ µ is simple for every µ ∈ (0, 1), and we have
for almost every µ ∈ (0, 1) and in particular for some µ arbitrarily small, implying that W belongs to the closure of P n .
Let now V be non-constant. Let ω ⊂ Ω and h be as in the statement of Lemma 4.1 with V playing the role of Z. W k φ h(l) (Ω, V + uW k )φ h(l+1) (Ω, V + uW k ) = − 1 u ω V φ h(l) (ω, 0)φ h(l+1) (ω, 0) = 0, for every l ∈ N. For a fixed n ∈ N, we can choosek large enough so that Ω Wkφ h(l) (Ω, V + uWk)φ h(l+1) (Ω, V + uWk) = 0 , for l large enough, in order to guarantee that Wk ∈ P n . By Proposition 2.12 there exists an analytic path µ →Ŵ µ from [0, 1] into L ∞ (Ω) such thatŴ 0 = 0,Ŵ 1 = Wk − W and the spectrum of −∆ + V + uW + uŴ µ is simple for every µ ∈ (0, 1). Therefore, by analyticity of the eigenfunctions and by applying Proposition 2.11, we get that Ω (W +Ŵ µ )φ h(l) (Ω, V + uW + uŴ µ )φ h(l+1) (Ω, V + uW + uŴ µ ) = 0 for almost every µ ∈ (0, 1).
Hence, W belongs to the closure of P n .
Remark 4.7. It seems possible to adapt the arguments presented above and in the previous section to the conditions ensuring approximate controllability in the recent work by Nersesyan [25] : namely, that there exists a reordering h such that λ h(1) (Ω, V )−λ h(j) (Ω, V ) = λ h(p) (Ω, V )− λ h(q) (Ω, V ) for all j, p, q ∈ N such that {1, j} = {p, q} and j = 1, and that the first line of B h n (Ω, V, W ) is made of non-zero elements for every n ∈ N ( [25] also requires that Ω is bounded, with smooth boundary and that V, W are smooth up to the boundary). In order to do so, a counterpart of Lemma 4.1 should be proved, replacing (13) by ω Zφ h(1) (ω, 0)φ h(l) (ω, 0) = 0, for every l ∈ N. This is done in [11] for the case d = 2 (just replace µ by (Z, 0) in Proposition 2.8).
Conclusion
In this paper we proved that once (Ω, V ) or (Ω, W ) is fixed (with W non-constant), the bilinear Schrödinger equation on Ω having V as uncontrolled and W as controlled potential is generically approximately controllable in the sense of the density matrices with respect to the other element of the triple (Ω, V, W ).
A natural question is whether a similar property holds with respect to the dependence on Ω. It makes sense to conjecture that it does but the proof of this fact seems hard to obtain through the techniques used here. Fix V and W absolutely continuous on R d with W nowhere locally constant. Let m ∈ N and Ω belong to the space of bounded C m domains endowed with the C m topology (this space is Baire as proved in [20] ). One important remark is that the dependence of λ k (Ω, V ) on Ω is not necessarily analytic, as it would be the case if V was analytic. (A genericity non-resonance result for the spectrum in the case V = 0, for instance, has been proved along these lines in [26] .) Similarly, the quantities Ω W φ k (Ω, V )φ j (Ω, V ) do not in general vary analytically with respect to Ω. Hence, the pattern of the proofs seen in the previous sections could not be followed. A partial result going in the right direction can be found in [11] , where the authors prove that for V = 0 and W ∈ C 1 (R 2 , R) nowhere-constant, for a generic C 3 domain Ω ⊂ R 2 one has Ω W φ 1 (Ω, 0)φ j (Ω, 0) = 0 for every j ∈ N. The proof of this fact in [11] is very technical and ingenious. Its extension to general uncontrolled potentials and to the case d > 2 looks an extremely hard task.
